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For all posterior restorations!

Real Easy!
The reels pop into the 

handle without any fuss! 

Press the reel into the 

handle and retract the 

grippers to lock the reel in 

place. Plus, if you use the 

regular matrices (yellow 

hubs) they can be easily 

pushed through contacts.

Margin elevation requires a matrix that will properly 
adapt and isolate the subgingival area. This is not 
possible with traditional matrix materials (Figure A). 
The narrow Margin Elevation Band, with its 
enhanced conical design, is able to slide down 
subgingivally and properly seal 
this area (Figure B).

Figure A Figure B

Margin Elevation Band restores deep caries without the trauma.

Real Fast!
Pre-loaded reels mean 

you can just lock 

them in and go. The 

retainerless design 

greatly speeds up 

quadrant work while 

improving visibility and 

patient comfort. 

Real Tight!
Tight contacts and excellent 

contour are what Reel Matrix is 

all about. These thin matrices are 

pre-contoured in three dimensions 

and when combined with 

anatomical wedges and separator 

rings, the result is amazingly tight 

contacts virtually flash-free at the 

natural height of contour.

NEW! 

Included in kit!



To order:

Call toll free 888.437.0032
or online at www.garrisondental.com

150 DeWitt Lane
Spring Lake, MI USA
49456

For more information go to www.garrisondental.com. Be sure to check out the website 
to see the full line of innovative Garrison products and our 6-month money-back guarantee.
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RMR100
5.9mm

RMR200
6.7mm

If there is a band style you really love, reel 

it up yourself! ReelMatrix fits most standard 

Tofflemire matrices, including Garrison Slick 

Bands™. We recommend you try them!

RM100D
5mm deadsoft

RM100H
5mm regular

RM100B
5mm blue

RM200D
6.3mm deadsoft

RM200H
6.3mm regular

RM200B
6.3mm blue

Margin elevatin band is .002” thin.

Super-thin dead-soft bands (white hubs) 
are .0012” thin.

Regular bands (yellow hubs) are 
.0015” thin and can be placed 
through existing contacts.

A Blue View cure-through option 
at .0029” thin is available if you 
prefer trans-enamel curing.

RM500H
Margin elevation

NEW!

Refills Description Qty. 

RMH-100 Tensioning instrument  

RM500H Margin elevation band 50 

RM100D 5mm dead-soft matrices 50 

RM200D 6.3mm dead-soft matrices 50 

RM100H 5mm regular matrices 50 

RM200H 6.3mm regular matrices 50 

RM100B 5mm blue matrices 50 

RM200B 6.3mm blue matrices 50 

RMR100 5.9mm empty reel 100 

RMR200 6.7mm empty reel 100 

Kit Description 
RMK05 Kit 
 Contains 80 matrices 
 (20 RM500H, 10 ea. RM100D, 
 RM200D, RM100H, RM200H, 
 RM100B, RM200B) 
 1 tensioning instrument 
 1 PerForm™ instruments (set of 2)
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